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Meson exchange andD isobar currents in proton-proton bremsstrahlung
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The contributions from meson exchange and isobar excitation currents to proton-proton bremsstrahlung are
discussed within the framework of a relativisticNN interaction. Below the pion-production threshold theD
isobar is shown to give the dominant contribution to the two-body currents. The nonrelativistic and static limits
to these current operators are discussed, and are shown to give a good approximation to the full relativistic
meson-exchange current in the considered kinematic region. For theD isobar the static limit is a poor approxi-
mation. Including, however, also the energy dependence of theD propagation yields a reasonable representa-
tion of the isobar excitation current.@S0556-2813~98!00708-0#

PACS number~s!: 13.40.2f, 14.20.2c, 24.10.2i, 25.10.1s
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process of proton-proton bremsstrahlung provide
relatively simple tool to investigate the half off-shell beha
ior of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. Since protons
are equally charged particles, electric-dipole radiation is s
pressed and higher-order effects play an important r
Therefore it is possible to get information on theNN force
not easily obtained from other processes. Furthermore,
cause of the equal charge of the protons, proton-pro
bremsstrahlung has the advantage that the leading-o
meson-exchange currents~MEC’s! are suppressed. These a
needed in proton-neutron radiative processes to ensure
rent conservation@1#. As a result, other higher-order contr
butions are important, such as the contributions fr
negative-energy states~pair currents! and the transverse
meson-exchange currents, also referred to as meson-d
graphs to distinguish these from the contact and pion
flight contributions, andD-isobar currents. In a previous a
ticle @2# we have investigated the importance of relativity
the bremsstrahlung process in a fully relativistic framewo
This was done assuming the presence of only single-nuc
electromagnetic currents. Here we will discuss the effect
meson-exchange currents and theD isobar within the same
framework.

The relativistic framework developed in an earlier artic
@2# is used to include the contributions from meson-excha
currents and theD isobar, which will also be referred to a
two-body currents. The main contributions come from t
interference between the Born diagrams and the pu
nucleonic diagrams, giving rise to effects which are as la
at 50% just below the pion-production threshold. In the
calculations it is implicitly assumed that we may treat theD
degrees of freedom in a perturbative way. Treating theD-
isobar degrees of freedom nonperturbatively in a coup
channel problem@3# gives similar results, suggesting that
lowest-order calculation of the isobar excitation current
deed suffices in the considered kinematic region. Vari
recent studies exist in the literature using different a
proaches to investigate these two-body contributions.
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~2!/686~13!/$15.00
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results are in general qualitatively similar, but differ in det
in certain kinematic situations, as a consequence of mo
sensitivity on the chosen dynamics. Our predictions in
considered relativistic one-boson-exchange model are fo
to be of the same order of magnitude as the effects obta
by Eden and Gari@4#, using a Hamiltonian formalism. As
compared to the results of Jetter and Fearing@5# the impor-
tance of the two-body contributions is found to be more e
hanced. This is mainly due to the inclusion of a rescal
factor in Ref.@5#, introduced to account for the suppressi
due to rescattering contributions that were not included.
find that the inclusion of the rescattering terms suppres
the effects of the two-body contributions somewhat, but
by the factor of 2 as was used in Ref.@5#.

In the next section a brief review of the framework
which the meson-exchange andD-isobar currents are calcu
lated @2# is presented. The explicit choice of the vertices f
these contributions is given, and the static limit for both t
MEC and D contributions is discussed. Some general
marks concerning the two-body contributions are made,
the effects of including these contributions are estimated
ing the Born diagram. Section III A is devoted to a discu
sion of the different meson-exchange contributions for en
gies below the pion-production threshold. We show that
the meson-exchange currents the double-scattering diag
contributes only marginally. Since this contribution is ve
time consuming to calculate, in particular for theD isobar,
we have assumed that a similar conclusion holds for thD
currents, and thus the double-scattering contribution may
ignored. To give an estimate of the importance of curr
involving heavier mesons, thevhg and vrg graphs have
also been studied. We find that these give only a small c
tribution, in particular at lower and intermediate energi
indicating that these contributions can be ignored. We f
thermore investigate the static limit to the meson-decay c
tributions, and find that this provides a reasonable appro
mation to the full result. This is due to the fact that the sta
limit gives a good approximation to a vector coupling, a
the dominating decay contribution is thevpg graph, which
couples to the nucleon through a pure vector coupling.
686 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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In Sec. III B the contributions from theD-isobar excita-
tion current for various kinematic regions are consider
There is a large uncertainty in the coupling constants of
contribution, but as was seen in previous studies@5,3#, varia-
tions in the magnitude of these parameters lead to sim
variations in the magnitude of theD contribution. The im-
portance of single rescattering is discussed, and we find
this does not lead to a general suppression, as was ass
in Ref. @5#. We furthermore investigate the static limit to th
D current. Contrary to the meson-decay graphs, this is fo
to give a poor estimate for the full contribution. It is show
that this is mainly due to the cancellation between theD-
production andD-decay diagrams. This cancellation n
longer occurs if the difference between the propagators
the two contributions is taken into account, and the result
nonrelativistic limit is shown to provide a reasonable ord
of-magnitude estimate for the contributions from the fullD-
isobar diagrams.

A comparison to the existing data of the TRIUMF@6#
experiment atTlab5280 MeV is made in Sec. III C, and
predictions for the recent experiments at KVI@7# ~with
Tlab5190) MeV and Osaka@8# (Tlab5400 MeV! are given.
The D-isobar excitation current is shown to give the mo
important contribution, giving effects of 50% up to just b
low the pion-production threshold and even larger atTlab
5400 MeV. At the lower energies the effects of the tw
body currents are considerably smaller, resulting in contri
tions of at most 20%. Finally in Sec. IV some concludi
remarks are made.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The observables of the proton-proton bremsstrahlung
cess can be calculated from the nuclear current. This cur
can be divided into one-body and two-body contributio
@4,9#, where the first gives the major contribution. Within th
relativistic description developed in an earlier article@2#,
which included only the one-body contributions, the tw
body currents can be incorporated in a perturbative w
These currents can be divided in Born, single- and dou
scattering contributions, depicted in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, 1~c!,
and 1~d!, respectively.

To write the contributions from two-body currents in
simple form, it is convenient to introduce a two-nucle
scattering state. For the initial nucleons this scattering sta
given by

FIG. 1. Two-body contributions to the bremsstrahlung curre
Diagram~a! is the Born contribution, diagrams~b! and ~c! are the
single-scattering contributions, and diagram~d! is the double-
scattering contribution
.
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c~p8,p;P!5@~2p!4d4~p82p!

2 iS2~p8,P!T~p8,p;P!#up,P&, ~1!

where P and p are the total and relative four-momentum
up,P& is the ~anti!symmetrized product of two free Dira
spinors andS2 is the two-nucleon propagator. A similar ex
pression holds for the outgoing nucleon pair. TheT matrix is
determined in the center-of-mass~c.m.! system of the inter-
acting nucleons, and hence the final scattering state ca
found from boosting the state from the c.m. system of
final nucleon pair to that of the initial nucleon pair.

With this definition of the two-nucleon scattering stat
the current from the sum of all contributions from MEC an
D currents in the c.m. system of the initial nucleons can
written as

Jm
MEC1D5E E d4k8

~2p!4

d4k

~2p!4
L~L!c̄~p8,k8;P8!L21~L!

3~Gm
MEC1Gm

D!c~k,p,P!, ~2!

whereL5L (1)L (2) is the boost from the c.m. system of th
final nucleons to the c.m. system of the initial nucleons.P8
and p8 are the total and relative momentum of the fin
nucleon pair in its c.m. system.

TheNN interaction is calculated using the Bethe-Salpe
equation or, more specifically, from the Blankenbecl
Sugar-Logunov-Tavkhelidze @2,10,11# ~BSLT! three-
dimensional reduction of that equation. We want to mak
similar reduction in the integration over the relative ener
variables in Eq.~2!. A consistent choice is to approximat
the two-nucleon propagatorsS2 in the scattering statesc and
c̄ by the corresponding BSLT form:

S2
BSLT~p,P!5

1

2
~Ep2E!d~p0!S~1!~p,P!S~2!~p,P!, ~3!

in the c.m. system of the two nucleons. HereEp5Ap21m2

and 2E is the total c.m. energy. With this form for the prop
gator the integrals in Eq.~2! reduce trivially to integrations
over spatial momentak andk8.

In the present calculation the BSLT approximation for t
two-nucleon propagator is used, both in theNN interaction
and the two-body rescattering contributions. Thus it is
sumed that in the integration over the relative energy v
ablek0 the only important contributions are coming from th
intermediate nucleon propagators, and the contributions f
the mesons and theD isobar are ignored. Comparing th
quasipotential results in elasticNN scattering with the four-
dimensional Bethe-Salpeter results@12–14# shows that ef-
fects of neglecting thek0 dependence are minor. Furthe
more, since the energies discussed here are smal
compared to the mass difference of the nucleon andD isobar,
it is expected that the contribution from theD can be ne-
glected. Another possible reduction scheme for integrat
over the relative energy is the equal-time approximati
where it is assumed that theNN interaction depends only
little on the relativek0 of the nucleons in its c.m. system, an
in effect can be approximated by its value atk050. Then the
integration overk0 can be done analytically, and the po
structure is given by the poles in the propagators of the

t.
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termediate nucleons and theD isobar. Since the only differ-
ence between the equal-time and BSLT approximation
the treatment of the propagators of the intermediate sta
this is a possible extension of the present calculation
which also the contribution of the poles in theD propagator
and from the negative-energy states to the integration o
the relative energy would be taken into account. Since
rescattering term is relatively small, such an extension wo
not lead to qualitatively different conclusions.

In the numerical calculation of the remaining thre
dimensional loop integrals in Eq.~2! one has to take care o
the Green function singularities in a proper way. Below t
pion-production threshold the only singularities that occ
come from the propagation of the intermediate positi
energy states of the nucleons. As a result of the boosts in
~2!, the integration is performed in the c.m. frame of the tw
nucleons. Hence the pole structure is relatively simple,
these singularities can be removed by standard subtrac
methods as described in Ref.@2#.

A. Meson-exchange contributions

The contributions from leading-order seagull and pion-
flight terms vanish in proton-proton bremsstrahlung, sin
these are proportional to the cross product of the isos
operators of particle 1 and 2. In other words, these contr
tions vanish because the exchanged mesons are uncha
and thus the photon does not couple to the mesons. Th
fore, the leading-order meson-exchange currents are the
cay type diagrams. In the present study the decay of
vector v and r decay intopg are included, which are de
picted in Fig. 2. The decay contributions of the vector m
sons tohg are also included, since the extension to the
diagrams is simple and they provide a means of estima
the importance of the contributions from heavier mesons

The couplings of the mesons to the nucleon are the s
as in the one-boson exchange~OBE! that is the kernel of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation@2#, with the values of the coupling
constants as given in Table I. Thus the Lagrangian from
coupling of the pion to the nucleon with massM is

LpNN52
gp

2M
c̄~x!g5gmt•]mpc~x!, ~4!

wheret is the isospin operator. In the case of proton-pro
bremsstrahlung actually only thep0 exchange contribute
and hence the third componentt is relevant. The propagato
of the pion is

FIG. 2. Basic diagrams that enter the calculation of the tw
body contributions to the proton-proton bremsstrahlung current~a!
the meson-exchange or meson-decay diagram, and~b! and ~c! the
D-isobar contribution.
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D~k!5
1

mp
2 2k2

, ~5!

with mp the mass andk the momentum of the pion. For th
vector mesons the interaction Lagrangians are

LrNN5grNN
v c̄~x!F S gm2

grNN
T

2M
smn]nD Gt–rmc~x!, ~6!

for the r, wheresmn5( i /2) @gmgn2gngm#, and

LvNN5gvNN
v c̄~x!gmt–vmc~x!, ~7!

for the v meson. In writing the coupling of ther mesons in
this way, the constantgvNN

T measures the strength of th
tensor part relative to that of the vector part of the inter
tion, and for thev meson this coupling is absent in th
present OBE model. The vector meson propagator is

Dmn~k!5S 2gmn1
kmkn

mv
2 D D~k!, ~8!

where D(k) is of the form ~5! with the mass of the pion
replaced by that of the vector meson. Since the mes
meson-photon coupling does not depend on the isospin
erators, the vertex for the decay of either of the vector m
sons into the pion and photon can be written as

Lvpg52e
gvpg

2mv
emsntF

ms~vn]tp0!, ~9!

where v5r0,v, andq andkv are the momenta of the photo
and the vector meson, respectively. Only the zeroth com
nent of ther and p fields is necessary since the proto
exchange only uncharged particles.

The coupling constantsgvpg are additional parameter
that can be determined from the radiative decay width@15#
of the vector mesons,

gvpg
2 5S 4p

e2 D 24G~v→pg!

mv~12mp
2 /mv

2!3
, ~10!

-

TABLE I. Meson coupling constants for theNN andND inter-
actions and the masses of the mesons. For allNN-meson vertices
the cutoffs were chosen the same,LNN

2 51.5M2. For the cutoffs of
the ND-meson couplings we use the value from Ref.@34#, LND

5910 MeV. Below the pion-production threshold, variations of t
choice of theD cutoff parameter change theD contributions by only
a few percent. The standard parameters for theDg coupling are
G152.51 andG251.62, and all off-shell parameters are taken
Z52

1
2 .

gNN
2 /4p gT gND

2 /4p m ~MeV!

p 14.2 0.35 138.69
r 0.43 6.8 4.0 763.0
h 3.09 548.5
v 11.0 782.8
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where again v5r,v. The width of ther0 is G5121631
keV, yielding the coupling constantgrpg50.23. For thev
the width isG5716675 keV, givinggvpg50.55. The un-
certainties in the coupling constant are of the order of 1
15%. As can be seen from the derivation of the coupl
constants, the relative sign of ther and v couplings is not
determined. Here we assume that both couplings have
same sign. Since the main contribution of the meson curr
is the result of thev-decay graph, a difference in sign wou
change the results only little. The relative sign of the prod
of couplings constants,gNNv* gpNN* gvpg ~and similarly for
the r contributions!, with respect to the product of couplin
constants occurring in diagrams with emission of the pho
by the nucleon,gpNN* gpNN* ggNN , is important. It can be
extracted from the analysis of pion photoproduction@16,17#,
where the same product of coupling constants, up to a c
mon factorgpNN , occurs. We have used the same choice
the relative sign.

The diagrams that contribute to the meson-exchange
rents within the present framework are shown in Figs. 1~a!–
1~d!, where the two-body operator for the meson-excha
contributions is given by the diagram in Fig. 2~a!. To ensure
convergence in the integrations over the relative momen
in diagrams 1~b!–1~d! and theNN T matrix, a phenomeno
logical cutoff in the form of a monopole form factor

F~k2!5
L2

L22k2
~11!

is introduced at each of the meson-nucleon vertices, wherL
is the cutoff mass. In the OBE model used in the determi
tion of theNN T matrix, the cutoff mass~given in Table I!
is taken to be the same for all exchanged mesons. For
MEC diagrams the same cutoffs are used.

From the interaction Lagrangians as defined above
vertices can be found. These are

GpNN52
gp

2M
g5k” t,

GvNN
m 5 igvNN

v S gm2
gvNN

T

2M
smnknD I v , ~12!

Gvpg
mn 52 i

egvpg

2mv
emsntqskt

v ,

whereI v is t3 for the r and1 for the v meson, and«01235
21. With the form factors and the couplings as defin
above, the general structure for these MEC contribution
given by

Gm
MEC52 iCpvgS gl

~1!2
igvNN

T

2M
sln

~1!kv
nD S 2gls1

kv
lkv

s

mv
D

3emabsqakp
bg5

~2!k” pI pv1~1↔2!, ~13!

where the numbers between brackets denote the nucleo
which the operator acts. In Eq.~13!, I pv is now the overall
isospin operator, i.e.,t(1)

•t(2) for the rp and t3
(2) for the

vp graph. The factorCpvg is
–
g

he
ts

t

n

-
r

r-

e

m

-

he

e

d
is

on

Cpvg5egvNN
v gpNN

gvpg

mv
Fp~kp!Fv~kv!Fvpg~q!

3Dp~kp!Dv~kv!, ~14!

whereDp,v are the scalar parts of the scalar and vector m
son propagators. The strong form factorsFv andFp for the
vector and pseudovector meson-nucleon vertices are g
by Eq. ~11!.

The meson-meson-photon coupling constantgvpg can be
determined from the decay process v→p1g, in which all
the particles are on shell. In the meson-exchange contr
tion only the photon is on shell, and consequently the fo
factor Fvpg will also depend on the four-momentum squa
of the vector meson and the pion. Since this off-shell dep
dence of the form factor is not known, we have for simplic
taken in the present studyFvpg51. Thus, assuming the form
factor decreases as a function of the off-shellness of the
sons, we may overestimate the meson-exchange current
tribution in this way.

For the heavierh meson a similar current can be writte
The only difference between the operator structure of thep
andh meson is the isospin factor. For theh the factorI pv in
Eq. ~13! is replaced byt (2) for the rhg and 1 for thevhg
graph. The coupling constants are determined in the s
way as was done for the pion contributions.

B. D-isobar contribution

The basic diagrams contributing to the two-body curre
of Fig. 1, containing an intermediateD state, are depicted in
Figs. 2~b and 2~c!. Again theNN-meson vertices and propa
gators are the same as used in theNN interaction, Eqs.~4!–
~8!. For theD propagator the Rarita-Schwinger form is use

SD
mn~p!5

p”1MD

p22MD
2 1 iGMD

S gmn2
1

3
gmgn2

gmpn2pmgn

3MD

2
2

3

pmpn

MD
2 D , ~15!

where the replacementMD→MD2 iG/2 is made in order to
account for inelasticities due to pion production. For the e
ergy dependence of the width the Bransden-Moorhouse
rametrization@18# is used,

G~qpN!50 ~qpN
2 <0!

5
2g~RqpN /mp!3

11~RqpN /mp!2
~qpN

2 .0!, ~16!

where the momentumqpN is defined as

qpN
2 5

1

4sD
@sD2~mp2M !2#@sD2~mp1M !2#. ~17!

Heres is the invariant mass of the nucleon-nucleon syst
andsD5(As2mN)2 is the maximal invariant mass of theD.
The width G arises from the pole in thepN loop in the
propagation of theD, giving a contribution only when the
invariant mass of theD is above the pion-production thresh
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old. Thus below roughlyTlab5280 MeV one always hasG
50. In Eqs. ~16! and ~17! qpN is the maximal three-
momentum available in this self-energy loop under the
sumption that the spectator nucleon is at rest. Relaxing
assumption does not lead to significant differences at
energies under consideration@19#. For the adjustable param
etersR andg the values are adopted which give the width
the resonanceG5120 MeV at AsD5MD51236 MeV, R
50.81, andg571 MeV @14#. With this parametrization a
good description of the inelasticities inNN scattering is ob-
tained.

The interaction Lagrangians for the coupling of theD iso-
bar to the isovector mesons are used in the form@20#

LpND52
gpND

mp
c̄~x!TcD

m]mp1H.c., ~18!

for the pion and

LrND5 i
grND

mr
c̄~x!g5gmTcD

n ~]mrn2]nrm!1H.c.,

~19!

for the r meson, wherecD is the spin-3/2 Rarita-Schwinge
field and T is the isospin operator for the transition of a
isospin-1/2 and isospin-1 particle to an isospin-3/2 partic
From these Lagrangians the interaction vertices can be
duced. However, since theD can propagate with both spi
3/2 and spin 1/2, theD vertices can contain additional off
shell terms as compared to the on-shell forms@21,22# that
follow from Eqs. ~18! and ~19!. These additional terms re
flect the invariance of the total Lagrangian under a con
transformation@23#, and as a result the vertices can be wr
ten as

GpND
m ~k!5

gpND

mp
Qmn~Zp!kn ,

GrND
mn ~k!5 i

grND

mr
@k”Qmn~Zr!2gmkaQan~Zr!#g5 ,

~20!

for the pND and rND vertices, whereZa are free param-
eters. Including the above off-shell structure, thegND vertex
is

GgND
mn ~p,q!52 ieS G1

M
Qna~Z1!gb1

G2

M2
Qna~Z2!pbD

3~qagb
m2qbga

m!g5 , ~21!

with q andp, respectively, the four-momentum of the phot
and the nucleon. The tensorQmn is

Qmn~Z!5gmn2S 1

2
1ZDgmgn. ~22!

For the choiceZ521/2 the tensorQmn reduces togmn ,
and the vertices in Eqs.~20! and~21! have the usual on-she
form. This choice will be referred to as the simple coupli
scheme. Several other possible choices have been ment
in the literature@22–25#. Earlier calculations@5# including
-
is
e

f

.
e-

ct
-

ned

this off-shell structure indicate that the amplitude for brem
strahlung depends only weakly on a simultaneous varia
of these off-shell parameters and the coupling constants.
is confirmed in the present calculation, as will be sho
below.

C. Nonrelativistic and static limit

With Eq. ~13! we have a fully relativistic expression fo
the meson-decay graphs. For intermediate energies often
nonrelativistic limit for the meson-exchange currents is us
The expressions for the current in this limit can be found
sandwiching the current between positive-energy states
expanding the resulting expression in orders ofp/M , includ-
ing only the contributions of the lightest mesons~the pion!.
The static limit corresponds to ignoring the small comp
nents in the four-spinors of the nucleons and the effects
retardation in the operators of the mesons.

To derive the nonrelativistic limit, the nucleon spinor
written in the form

u~p!5F 1

s–p

E1M
Gx~u,f!.F 1

s–p

2M
Gx~u,f!, ~23!

where we have usedE5Ap21M2.M .
First the static limit reduction of theNNp vertex can be

performed. In the present model the pion couples throug
pseudovector coupling. Since such a coupling itself conta
the momentumk5p82p, the leading-order contribution is
proportional top/M and we can ignore the contribution
from the small components of the nucleon spinors. Hence
the nonrelativistic limit theNNp vertex is given by

LNNp
nr ~k!5

gp

2M
~s–k!. ~24!

The propagator of the vector meson is given by Eq.~8!, and
reduces in the nonrelativistic limit to2gmnDs(k). The vertex
of the r mesons consists of a vector part proportional togm
and a tensor part proportional tosmnkn. The vector part
sandwiched between on-shell spinors reduces to

LNNr
m 5 igrNN

v F1dm01S si

s–p

2M
1

s–p8

2M
si D dm i G1OS p2

M2D .

~25!

This is to be contracted with the meson decay of ther,
«mabnqakb, with Lorentz structure of the propagator of th
meson replaced by2gmn, and theNNp vertex. Making use
of the commutation relations for the Pauli matrices and
relation between the initial and final momenta, this can
rewritten as

Gm
prg~v !5 iCprg«mabnF S pi8

2M
1

s~1!
•kv

2M
si

~1!D
3dn i1dn0Gqakr

b~s~2!
•kp!, ~26!

whereCprg is defined in Eq.~14!. The antisymmetric tenso
can be used to write the terms as inner and outer produ
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The product of two Pauli matrices can be written as a sin
Pauli matrix, giving additional factorsi in some of the terms
Thus the contribution to the charge operator from the vec
part of theNNr interaction is given by

J0
prg~v!5

Cprg

2M
$~s~1!

•kr!~kr•q!2~kr•kr!~s~1!
•q!

12i ~@p8`kr#•q!%~s~2!
•kp!. ~27!

This operator acts on the nucleon two-spinorsx. For the
contribution to the current operator from the vector part
find

Jprg~v!5CprgS v

2M
$~s~1!

•kr!kr2~kr•kr!s~1!

12i @p8`kr#%1 i @kr`q# D ~s~2!
•kp!. ~28!

The contribution from the tensor part of theNN-meson
interaction can be cast into a similar form as the contribut
from the vector part by realizing that

2 ismnkn5
1

2
~gmk”2k”gm!.~p81p!m22Mgm , ~29!

when sandwiched between positive-energy states. Summ
the contributions from the vector and tensor part of
NN-meson vertex, the nonrelativistic limit for the contrib
tion from the meson-decay graphs to the charge operato
found to be given by

J0
prg5

Cprg

2M
„~11gT!@~s~1!

•kr!~kr•q!2~kr•kr!~s~1!
•q!#

1 i $~@p8`kr#2gT@p`kv# !•q%…~s~2!
•kp!, ~30!

and for the current operator we obtain

Jprg5CprgS v

2M
$~11gT!@~s~1!

•kr!kr2~kr•kr!s~1!#

12i ~@p8`kr#2gT@p`kr#!%1 i @kr`q# D ~s~2!
•kp!.

~31!

Since we have completely ignored the isospin structure
the NN-meson vertices, the contributions withh or v me-
sons are also given by Eq.~31!, with the substitution ofCprg
by the appropriate constant.

The static limit is found if all terms of higher order in th
meson, photon, and nucleon momenta are ignored. Thu
the static limit there is no contribution to the charge opera
from the meson-decay diagrams, whereas for the current
erator the contribution is

JMEC5 iCpvg~kv`q!~s~2!
•kp!1~1↔2!. ~32!

Since the current is purely transversal, only the spatial co
ponents perpendicular to the photon momentum are of
portance here.
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As can be seen from the above expression, the tensor
of the vector-meson vertex does not contribute to the st
limit, since it is of higher order ink/M as compared to the
vector part. This holds only for the transversal compone
of the current. For the charge operatorJ0 the tensor part of
the interaction enters at the same order ink/M as the vector
part. Consequently, in processes such as electron scatt
on the deuteron the static limit is known to give a po
approximation@26,27#.

In the present case it is clear that for ther meson, where
the tensor coupling is large as compared to the vector c
pling, an approximation of the current by the static limit w
introduce large deviations from the full result. Hence f
these contributions the first-order terms have to be inclu
at intermediate energies. However, since the vector coup
of the v is much larger than that of ther, the current from
meson-decay graphs is mainly given by the diagrams invo
ing thev. In the latter case no tensor coupling is assumed
be present. Therefore the static limit might provide a use
approximation inpp bremsstrahlung at intermediate ene
gies. Whether this is indeed the case will be addressed
low.

As in the case of the meson-exchange contributions, in
literature sometimes the nonrelativistic or static limit is us
for theD-isobar contributions. Since there are two contrib
ing diagrams, the preemission diagram of Fig. 2~b! and the
postemission diagram of Fig. 2~c!, the situation is more com
plicated than for the meson-decay diagrams. The deriva
of the nonrelativistic limit for the two contributions is give
in the Appendix. For both diagrams it is found that the co
tribution to the charge operator vanishes at lowest ord
whereas the contribution to the current operator from
preemission diagram, Fig. 2~a!, is

Ji
D5

1

3
CpDgPD$2i @k`q#1~s~1!

•q!k2~k–q!s~1!%~s~2!
•k!,

~33!

whereCpDg is

CpDg5egpNN

gpN

mp

G1

MD
Fp~kp!Dp~kp!, ~34!

andPD is the spin-independent part of theD propagator. For
the postemission diagram, Fig. 2~b!, one has

Jf
D5

1

3
CpDgPD$2i @k`q#1~k–q!s~1!2~s~1!

•q!k%~s~2!
•k!.

~35!

In the remainder the sum of the contributions in Eqs.~33!
and ~35!, retaining the difference between the scalar part
the propagators of the initial- and final-state emission d
grams, is taken to be the nonrelativistic limit. The static lim
is found if furthermore all momentum dependence in t
denominator of theD propagators is ignored. The resultin
expression for the current operator is@28,29#

JD5
4

3
iCpDg

1

M2MD
@k`q#~s~2!

•k!. ~36!
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It is seen that in the static limit there is a large cancellat
between contributions from the initial- and final-state em
sion diagrams. This cancellation depends strongly on the
sumption that the difference between the correspond
propagators is negligible. The assumption is only valid wh
the photon and meson momenta are small compared to
nucleon momentum. As will be seen below, for extreme
nematics at the pion-production threshold the difference
tween theD propagators can be as large as 100%.

III. RESULTS

As mentioned before, allNN-meson coupling parameter
are determined from the OBE kernel from which theNN
interaction is constructed, and the photon couplings of
mesons were determined from the radiative decay wid
The relevant numerical values for the present calculations
given in Table I.

The contributions from theD-isobar intermediate state
are less well determined. There is a large uncertainty in
couplings in theNDg vertex, both for the on-shell param
etersG1 and G2 as well as for the off-shell parameterZ.
With the choice of these parameters given in Table I, wh
are the higher values quoted in the literature@30,24,31,32,16#
without off-shell structure in the vertices, we have calcula
the cross section and analyzing power for the bremsstrah
process just below the pion-production threshold,Tlab5280
MeV. The calculations are done in the laboratory frame
the initial two-nucleon state.

Figure 3 shows the result of a calculation including on
the Born diagrams as a function of equal proton anglesu1
5u2 for fixed photon angleug570°. As will be shown be-
low, the Born diagrams give the dominant two-body con
butions. Therefore, such a calculation provides a reason
estimate of the effects of the two-body currents. Compar
the result for the calculation including the two-body curre
~the solid line! to the purely nucleonic result~the dot-dashed
line!, it is clear that for these kinematics the contributio
from the two-body currents are significant, changing
cross section by as much as 50% at intermediate ope
angles. This is primarily due to theD contribution, as can be

FIG. 3. Cross section calculated with the two-body contributio
in the Born approximation atTlab5280 MeV as a function of equa
proton angleu15u2 for fixed photon angleug575°. The solid line
is the result if bothD and MEC’s are included, while for the dotte
~dashed! line only the MEC (D) contributions are included. Fo
comparison the dot-dashed line shows the result when only
purely nucleonic current is included.
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seen comparing the solid line to a calculation exclud
MEC’s, the dashed line. From this comparison we furth
more see that the MEC contribution interferes destructiv
with that of the D. Thus in principle both the meson
exchange andD currents are significant, and the details of t
treatment of these contributions are important, as will
discussed below.

A. Meson-exchange contributions

The meson-exchange contributions from the single- a
double-scattering diagrams are relatively small. This can
seen in Fig. 4, where we show the ratiods/ds0, in which
ds is the cross section calculated including the two-bo
contributions andds0 is the cross section from the nucle
current of Ref.@2# only. The proton anglesu15u2523°
were chosen since just below the pion-production thresh
(Tlab5280 MeV! both the relative and absolute size of th
contributions from two-body currents are maximal for a
proximately this combination of angles@5#. The solid line
@labeled~a!–~d!# is the result for the calculation including a
meson-exchange diagrams of Fig. 1, the dotted line@labeled
~a!–~c!# is the result if only the single-scattering and Bo
terms are included, whereas the dot-dashed line@labeled~a!#
is the result including only the Born contributions. It is se
that the inclusion of the double-scattering diagram chan
the overall contribution only by a small amount~of the order
of 10% at most!. In particular, adding this contribution
changes very little in the region where the higher-order c
tributions play a significant role, betweenug550° andug
5100°, giving rise to changes up to 30% of the total effe
from meson-exchange currents atTlab5280 MeV. Conclud-
ing, we can say that the inclusion of the single-scatter
contributions to the two-body currents is essential, wher
the rescattering diagrams can be ignored. In what follows

s

e

FIG. 4. The ratiods/ds0, wheres0 is the differential cross
section of Ref.@2#, calculated with only nucleonic contributions an
ds is calculated including both nucleonic and meson-excha
contributions at kinematics below the pion threshold where M
and D contributions are significant (Tlab5280 MeV, u1527.8°,
u2528°). The labeling of the curves shows which diagrams of F
1 are included. Comparing the calculation including all two-bo
diagrams~the solid line! and the calculation with the Born an
single-scattering MEC’s~the dotted line! to the calculation includ-
ing only Born contributions~the dot-dashed line!, it is clear that the
double-scattering term contributes only little at these energ
whereas the single-scattering contributions give reasonably l
effects compared to the Born diagrams. Effects in the analyz
power and other angular combinations are similar.
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assume that the same conclusions hold for theD-isobar con-
tributions to the two-body currents. Since the calculation
the double-scattering graphs is very time consuming, we
neglect the double-scattering contributions to the two-bo
currents in the results presented below.

Thevpg is the most important meson-decay contributio
This can be seen in Fig. 5, where the ratio of the cross
tion calculated with the separate MEC contributions (ds) to
the result when no MEC contributions are included (ds0) is
shown as a function of the photon angleug at proton angles
u15u2523° and energiesTlab5280 MeV @Fig. 5~a!# and
Tlab5400 MeV @Fig. 5~b!#. Including thevpg graph ~the
dotted line! gives almost the same result as the calculat
including all meson-decay contributions~the solid line!, in
particular at intermediate energies. Therpg graph gives a
contribution of at most 5%, as can be seen by comparing
dashed line to the solid line. The difference between the
of the contributions from the two vector-meson graphs
primarily due to the relative magnitudes of the coupling co
stants. To give an estimate for the size of the contributi
from the heavier mesons, also thevhg andrvh graphs were
calculated. As can be seen from the dot-dashed curve, t
diagrams contribute very little, of the order of a few perce
of the vpg contribution. At the higher energy the contribu
tion is somewhat enhanced, which indicates that the supp
sion relative to thep contributions is due to the high mass
the h. Thus at intermediate energies meson-exchange
rents with heavier mesons can be ignored.

FIG. 5. Ratio of the cross sectionsds including the different
meson-decay graphs and the resultds0 without two-body currents
as a function of the photon angleug at proton anglesu15u2

523° and energiesTlab5280 MeV ~a! andTlab5400 MeV ~b!. The
most important contribution is thevpg graph ~the dotted line!,
whereas therpg graph~the dashed line! gives a small contribution
~less than 5%!. The contribution of heavier mesons is of the sam
order as that of therpg graph, as can be seen from the dot-dash
line. The solid line is the result if all graphs are included.
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We have investigated the validity of the static limit for th
MEC contributions. Figure 6 shows a comparison of a c
culation using the full meson-exchange current~the solid
line! to a calculation with the static-limit approximation t
this current~the dotted line!. As was seen in Sec. II C, in th
nonrelativistic limit the small components of the nucle
spinors are taken into account also, and one would gene
expect to find a better approximation of the full relativist
current in this way. The dashed curve in Fig. 6 is the resul
a calculation using this nonrelativistic reduction of the ME
contributions. From the comparison it is clear that for t
energies under consideration, the approximation of
meson-exchange currents by the static limit gives deviati
of a few percent at most. This is small compared to
contribution itself, as can be seen by comparing the curve
the calculation without meson-exchange contributions~the
dot-dashed line!. Furthermore, the contributions from sma
components of the nucleon spinors, i.e., including the fi
order terms inp/M only, give substantial effects for th
analyzing power, in such a way that the nonrelativistic lim
and the full current give almost identical effects. Clearly f
these contributions to the two-body currents the leadi
order terms provide a good approximation to the fully re
tivistic currents.

B. D-isobar contributions

It was found above that the contribution fromD-isobar
currents can be substantial. This is mainly due to the in
ference between theD currents and the purely nuclear cu
rent, whereas the amplitude from theD contributions itself is
approximately only 1% of the amplitude from the pure
nuclear current.

There is a large uncertainty in the coupling constants
the D contribution, with variations as large as 25% in th
recent literature for the values ofG1 and even larger forG2.
To investigate the influence of this uncertainty in the co
pling constants for theD contributions, we have done calcu
lations using a number of choices quoted in the literatu
Figure 7 shows the calculated cross section at kinematic
the TRIUMF @6# experiment where the absolute size of t

d

FIG. 6. The effect of the static-limit approximation for th
meson-exchange currents on the cross section as a function o
coming proton energyTlab, for fixed anglesu15u2523° andug

5170°. The solid curve is the calculation with the fully relativist
currents, the dotted line is the result if we use the static limit,
dashed curve is a calculation with the nonrelativistic reduction
the meson-exchange currents~only pr and pv), and the dot-
dashed curve is the result when including only one-body curren
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contributions from theD is large,Tlab5280 MeV and proton
anglesu1528°,u2527.8°. Various choices ofG1 and G2
and off-shell parametersZg and Zp are used. The resul
without theD isobar is given by the double-dot-dashed lin
The solid line is the result of using the values from a sim
vector meson dominance model, whereG1

5A3(M /mr)grND /grNN 51.9,G250 ~the solid line!. The
dotted line is the result when the higher values from Re
@30,32#, G152.51,G251.61, are used, while in both calcu
lationsZ15Z25Zp521/2. The differences in the contribu
tion of theD current to the cross section are at most of
order of 20–30%. Similar effects are found in the analyz
power. TheD contribution shows up mainly as a result of th
interference between theD and nuclear current, and furthe
more the term proportional toG1 appears to be the mos
important contribution in theNDg vertex. Therefore, the
magnitude of the effect of varyingG1 is in line with what
one would expect, since between the two calculations
variation ofG1 is also of the order of 25%.

Variations of the off-shell parameters do not have a s
nificant impact on the size of theD contribution. This can be
seen in Fig. 7 by comparing the calculation with the valu
for the coupling constants from Refs.@30,32# andZ521/2
~the dotted line! to the result of a calculation using value
obtained in a fit to Compton scattering@33#, with on-shell
parametersG152.57,G251.22 and the off-shell paramete
vertexZ150.1, Z252.25, andZp521/2 ~the dashed curve!
or Zp520.346 ~the dot-dashed line!. Variations are typi-

FIG. 7. The variations in theD-isobar contribution atTlab

5280 MeV to the cross section~upper panel! at u1527.8°, u2

528° and analyzing power~lower panel! at u1514°,u2512.4° for
different values of the coupling constants and off-shell paramet
Zg5Zp51/2 for both the solid curve, which hasG151.9, G250,
and the dotted curve, which hasG152.51, G251.61. The dashed
curve with Zg52.25, Zp51/2 and dot-dashed line withZg

52.25, Zp520.346 both haveG152.57,G251.22. For compari-
son we also show the result when only one-body currents are
cluded ~the double-dot-dashed line!. The effects are of the sam
order as reported in Refs.@3# and @5#, and the particular choice o
parameters does not influence the general behavior of the effe
the D contribution.
.
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cally of the order of 10% or less. Thus the particular cho
of coupling parameters of theD vertices does not change th
general behavior of their contributions. Furthermore,
variations found here are similar to the results reported e
lier @5,3#. In the following we use the values quoted in Re
@30,32# which are summarized in Table I.

Comparing our calculation to that of Ref.@3#, in general
the effects of including theD contributions are similar to
what was found there. The main difference between the
approaches is the absence in the present calculation o
rescattering contribution where theD is a spectator. Such a
contribution arises primarily from current conservation, a
as such is needed only if theD is included in theNN inter-
action explicitly.

In an earlier study of Jetter and Fearing@5# only the
lowest-order Born contributions were included, while
energy-dependent scaling was introduced to compensat
neglecting higher-order terms in the Born series. This sca
factor was deduced from a comparison of the Born result
Ref. @5# with a coupled-channel calculation@34#. As was
mentioned above, for the meson-decay contributions we
no evidence for the introduction of such a simple rescali
To see whether the rescaling might nevertheless provid
useful approximation for the overall two-body current, w
have calculated the cross section atTlab5280 MeV, u1
527.8°, andu2528° using the same approximation, intro
ducing a scalingg51.95 @5# at this energy. Figure 8 show
the comparison of such a calculation~the solid line! to a
calculation including the Born contributions@Fig. 1~a!# with-
out rescaling~the dashed line! and one in which also the
single-scattering diagrams@Fig. 1~b!# are included~the dot-
ted line!. For comparison the dot-dashed line shows the
sult for the purely nucleonic current. The introduction of
rescaling factor leads to a general suppression of the M
and D contributions. The final result is very similar to th
calculations presented in Ref.@5#, the difference being the
result of the use of a differentNN interaction. However, it is

s.

n-

of

FIG. 8. Cross section atTlab5280 MeV, u1527.8°, andu2

528° as a function of the photon angleug , calculated using the
energy-dependent scaling of the MEC andD Born contributions of
Ref. @5# ~solid line, scaling factorg51.95) compared to a calcula
tion including only the Born without scaling~dashed line, scaling
factor g51) and including both Born and rescattering MEC andD
contributions~dotted line! and the result for the purely nucleoni
current~dot-dashed line!. Comparing the various calculations, it
seen that the introduction of a simple energy-dependent scaling
tor for the Born contributions overestimates the effects of the r
cattering contributions.
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clear that the suppression due to the rescattering contr
tions is overestimated by the simple scaling assumption
fact the final result is closer to the Born result without sc
ing, in particular for theD contribution. Furthermore, it is
seen that the suppression in the calculation including
rescattering contributions clearly depends on the pho
angle. Thus from the comparison it is clear that the con
butions from the higher-order terms at these energies do
yield a simple angle-independent scaling factor.

For theD current the static limit implies the assumptio
that the difference between the denominator of the init
and final-state propagators can be ignored. A less crude~non-
relativistic! approximation is to retain the energy dependen
in the denominator, and apply the reduction scheme onl
the spin structure of theD contributions. Figure 9~a! shows
the result of the different approximations as a function of
energy of the incoming proton, for fixed anglesu15u2
523° andug550°, where from previous figures it is clea
that theD contribution is large. The solid line gives the resu
for the full relativisticD current, whereas the dot-dashed li
is the result if only the purely nucleonic current is used.
can be seen by comparing this to the dotted line, the st
limit does not give a good estimate for energies beyond
MeV. The nonrelativistic reduction with only lowest-orde
terms, where the difference in the denominators of theD
propagator is retained, gives a reasonable estimate up t
pion-production threshold, as can be seen by comparing

FIG. 9. The effect of the static-limit approximation for theD-
isobar currents on the cross section as a function of incoming
ton energyTlab with fixed photon angleug550° ~a! and as function
of ug for fixed Tlab5280 MeV ~b!. The proton anglesu15u2

523° are fixed. The solid curve is the calculation with the fu
relativistic currents, while the dotted line is the result for the sta
limit; the dashed curve is a calculation where the energy differe
between theD propagators@compare diagrams in Figs. 2~b! and
2~c!# is retained. For comparison the result using only the one-b
current is given by the dot-dashed curve. Effects in the analyz
power are similar.
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dashed curve in Fig. 6~a! to the full relativistic result.
The difference between the fullD current and the nonrel

ativistic limit in Fig. 9~a! seems rather large just below th
pion-production threshold, but this is because we have c
sen the angle such that the difference is maximal. This ca
seen from Fig. 9~b!, where the same comparison is made
in Fig. 9~a!, but now as a function of the photon angleug at
fixed energyTlab5280 MeV. Overall the nonrelativistic limit
provides a reasonable estimate of theD contribution,
whereas the static limit clearly underestimates this contri
tion. Thus we can conclude that up to the pion-product
threshold the static limit is a very poor approximation to t
contribution of theD, whereas the nonrelativistic approxima
tion gives a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for
importance of theD contribution to proton-proton brems
strahlung.

C. Comparison to experiment

In Figs. 10–13 we show the cross sections and analyz
powers calculated including the two-body currents for
number of kinematical configurations. Figures 10 and
show the cross sections and analyzing powers at kinema
of the TRIUMF @6# experiment,Tlab5280 MeV, as a func-
tion of the photon angleug and for a number of combina
tions of proton angles. Figure 12 shows predictions for
cross section and analyzing power at kinematics of the re
experiment at KVI@7#, Tlab5190 MeV, as a function of the
angle of the protons~respectively,u1 andu2) for fixed pho-
ton angleug5145°. In Fig. 13 the predictions for the cros
section and analyzing power at kinematics of the Osaka@8#
experiment are shown,Tlab5400 MeV, u15u2526°, and
u15u2533°, as a function of the photon angleug . Figure
14 shows the cross section and analyzing power as a func

o-
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y
g

FIG. 10. The cross section atTlab5280 MeV as a function of
photon angleug at various proton angles:u1512°,u2512.4° ~top
left!, u1528°,u2512.4° ~top right!, u1512°,u2527.8° ~bottom
left!, and u1528°,u2527.8° ~bottom right!. The solid line is the
result of the calculation if both MEC andD currents are included
and the dotted line if only the MEC contributions are include
whereas the dot-dashed line is the result of the calculation with o
the nucleonic current. The data is from the TRIUMF@6# experi-
ment, with the normalization factor 2/3 for the cross section
cluded. Proton 1 is on the same side of the beam as the photo
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of ug , at KVI kinematics, withu15u2525° andu15u2
58°, respectively. In all figures the solid and the dott
lines are the results if the Born terms and the sing
scattering contributions@corresponding to diagrams 1~a!–
1~c!# are included with theD isobar~solid line! and with only
MEC’s ~dotted line!, respectively. For comparison the on
body current contribution only of Ref.@2# is also shown~dot-
dashed line!. For all kinematics, theD isobar gives the domi-
nant contribution to the two-body current. The largest effe
of the two-body contributions to the current are seen at
termediate proton angles, of the order of 20° – 25°, while
magnitude of the contributions increase from about ma
mally 25% atTlab5190 MeV to almost 100% at some sp
cific angles atTlab5400 MeV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that within a relativistic description ofpp
bremsstrahlung, the current-conserving two-body curre

FIG. 11. The analyzing power atTlab5280 MeV as a function
of photon angleug at various proton angles:u1512°,u2512.4°
~top left!, u1528°,u2512.4° ~top right!, u1512°,u2527.8° ~bot-
tom left!, andu1528°,u2527.8° ~bottom right!. Curves are labeled
as in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. The cross section~top! and analyzing power~bottom!
at Tlab5190 MeV as a function of the proton angleu1 with u2

516°,ug5145° ~left! and u2 with u1516°,ug5145° ~right!.
Curves are labeled as in Fig. 10.
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from meson-decay andD diagrams give rise to contribution
of the order of 50% to the observables just below the pi
production threshold~at 280 MeV!. The main contribution to
the two-body current originates from theD-isobar currents,
resulting in effects in the cross section of at most 75
whereas the MEC contributions are typically of the order
10–25% at 280 MeV. The single-scattering contributions
the currents are important, to be contrasted with the dou
scattering contributions.

The full result of the meson-exchange currents is w

FIG. 13. The cross section and analyzing power as a func
of the photon angleug at Tlab5400 MeV for equal proton angles
u15u2526° ~left! andu15u2533°. Curves are labeled as in Fig
10.

FIG. 14. The cross section~upper panel! and analyzing power
~lower panel! as a function of the photon angleug at KVI kinemat-
ics (Tlab5190 MeV! for fixed proton anglesu15u2525° ~cross
section! and u15u258° ~analyzing power!. Including the two-
body currents gives effects of at most 25% in the cross section
can be seen by comparing the full calculation~the solid line! to the
one which has nucleonic contributions only~the dot-dashed line!.
The meson-decay contributions tend to cancel theD contributions,
most significantly at small and large photon angles.
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reproduced by taking the static limit, which is mainly a res
of the dominance of thevpg contribution. For therpg the
nonrelativistic limit does provide a good estimate of the r
evance of this diagram. For theD current the static limit
gives a very poor order-of-magnitude estimate for the size
this contribution, whereas the nonrelativistic limit provides
reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate for the importa
of theD contribution to proton-proton bremsstrahlung, sho
ing that it is essential to include the energy dependenc
the D propagator.
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APPENDIX: NONRELATIVISTIC AND STATIC LIMITS
TO THE D CURRENT

In this appendix the nonrelativistic and static limits for t
D-isobar contributions are derived. Because of the mas
the r, the major contribution is thepDg graph. In the fol-
lowing we will restrict the discussion to the latter contrib
tion only. First note that the Rarita-Schwinger propaga
contains the factorp”1MD . Assuming that the mismatch be
tween the momentump of the D and the momentum of the
nucleon in which this operator acts is small, this can be
placed byM1MD . Since for simplicity here we will only
considerthe leading-order contributionin p/M ~in contrast
with the discussion for the meson-decay diagrams!, this is a
fair approximation.

In the following we take the off-shell parameters such t
the vertices have the on-shell form. This is justified by t
fact that the off-shell coupling is proportional to the of
shellness of the particles and hence is of higher orde
p/M . Furthermore, from numerical calculations it is cle
that theG2 term, which contains an additional factor 1/M as
compared to the leading-order term, gives only a small c
tribution and can be ignored in the nonrelativistic limit. F
ease of notation we choose theẑ axis to be defined by the
photon, i.e.,qm5(v,0,0,q). The remaining Lorentz structur
of the D propagator is

gmn2
1

3
gmgn2

gmpn2pmgn

3MD
2

2

3

pmpn

MD
2

,

which contains four distinct structures, giving rise to fo
different terms that will be labeled byG1–G4 below. Using
the vertices as defined in Eqs.~20! and ~21!, the term pro-
portional togmn for the diagram with emission from the in
tial proton 1 gives

G 1
m5krgrn~gmqn2gmnq” !g55gm~k•q!2kmq”

.@2~k–q!si1ki~s–q!#dm i , ~A1!

whereP5p81p, and for the term proportional togmgn ,

G 2
m5krS 2

1

3
grgnD ~gmqn2gmnq” !g5
t

-

f

ce
-
of

of

r

-

t
e

in

-

52
2

3
k” ~q”gm2gmq” !g5.2

2

3
„$2~k–q!

2 i ~@k`q#•s!%si1qi~s–k!…dm i

5
2

3
$ i @k`q# i1~k–q!si2~s–q!ki%dm i . ~A2!

The two other terms contain the momentum of theD, and in
lowest order are, for the term proportional to 1/MD ,

G 3
m5krS 2

1

3MD
~grpn2prgn! D ~gmqn2gmnq” !g5

52
1

3MD
@k” ~gm~p•q!2pmq” !2~k•p!~q”gm2gmq” !#g5

.0, ~A3!

and for the term proportional to 1/MD
2 ,

G 4
m5krS 2

2

3MD
2

prpnD ~gmqn2gmnq” !g5

52
2

3MD
2 ~k•p!@gm~p•q!2pmq” #g5.0. ~A4!

The termsG3 andG4 vanish in the lowest-order nonrelativ
istic approximation since they are proportional to the ene
of the transferred pion,k0. Since the last two terms are re
lated to the propagation of theD isobar in the spin-12 sector,
and hence the off-shell propagation of theD, it is not sur-
prising that they vanish. This feature in fact confirms that
dependence of the vertices on the off-shell parameter
Eqs.~20! and ~21! is small.

As can be seen from the previous expressions, the ch
operator for theD contribution, discarding all terms of orde
p/M and ignoring retardation effects in the meson propa
tion, is zero. The current operator for the initial emissi
diagram is the sum ofG1 andG2 in this approximation,

Ji
D5

1

3
CpDgPD$2i @k`q#1~s~1!

•q!k2~k–q!s~1!%~s~2!
•k!,

~A5!

where CpDg is given by Eq. ~34! and PD is the spin-
independent part of theD propagator.

The expression for the diagram where the photon is em
ted by the final-state proton can be cast into a similar fo
by interchanging theD propagator and the decay vertex. As
result of this the contributionsG 1

m andG 4
m change sign. Thus

if the propagator for the initial- and final-state emission d
grams were equal in this limit, these would cancel. Furth
more, two additional terms have to be included, one due
the interchange in the termG2,

G 5
m52

4

3
@kmq”2~k–q!gm#g5.

4

3
@ki~s–q!2~k–q!si #dm i ,

~A6!

and fromG3,
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G 6
m52

2

3MD
@km~p–q!2pm~k–q!#g5

.O~k2!50. ~A7!

The charge operator for emission from the final state is a
zero at lowest order, whereas the current operator is

Jf
D5

1

3
CpDgPD$2i @k`q#1~k–q!s~1!

2~s~1!
•q!k%~s~2!

•k!. ~A8!

Thus at lowest order it is clear that the time componen
theD current disappears. If the difference between the sc
part of the propagators of the initial- and final-state emiss
diagrams is not ignored, the spatial components of theD
o

f
ar
n

current is the sum ofJi andJf . In this case the static limit
corresponds to ignoring all momentum dependence in
denominator of theD propagators, and the resulting expre
sion for the current operator is@28,29#

JD5
4

3
iCpDg

1

M2MD
@k`q#. ~A9!

The cancellation between contributions from the initial- a
final-state emission diagrams leans heavily on the assu
tion that the difference between the corresponding propa
tors is negligible. This assumption is only valid when t
photon and meson momenta are small compared to
nucleon momentum or the mass. For example, for extre
kinematics at the pion-production threshold the differen
between theD propagators can be as large as 100%.
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